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2020:  Only minor changes were made to this handbook.  No need to reprint! 

 

© 2009-2020 

Cindy L. Needham 

All Rights Reserved 

This handbook is protected by a copyright and is intended for the personal use of the original retail 

purchaser only.  Photocopying and all other types of reproduction including mechanical, electronic, 

computerized, or digital are prohibited without the written consent of Cindy Needham. 

 

Please respect the time and energy it took to compile this information and do not copy it.  Thank you.          

Cindy Needham 

Email:  linenqltr@comcast.net 

Website:  www.cindyneedham.com  
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Permission to Copy 

 

 

I hereby grant permission for this handbook to be copied.  This 

is provided to my students and contains all of their class  

information.  They have purchased this information. 

 

If you have further questions, you may contact me via email: 

 

                                linenqltr@comcast.net 

 

 

 

           

Cindy Needham   

January 1, 2020 
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When I started machine quilting 25+ years ago it was not an easy transition coming from 20+ 

years as a hand quilter.  My first class was marginal...there was precious little hands-on  

instruction at the machine.  I went home not knowing much more than I did when I arrived at 

the class and I felt very frustrated. 

 

It took me over three months of nightly practice to finally get my rhythm and stitch length 

where I wanted it.  I was stubborn enough, and wanted to learn it bad enough, that I stuck with 

it.  I have to admit that I hated machine quilting when I was learning...it was definitely not love 

at first sight but once I did get my rhythm I started enjoying myself and it has become an  

obsession since then!  

 

I believe it was this experience that has made me a very good Beginner’s teacher.  I still  

remember how tough it was and I can still relate to what you are going thru.  I also know what 

information is critical to receive at the very beginning...ALL of it!   

 

This small handbook gives you tips and tricks that are not included in the rest of the  

handbooks.   

 

The other handbooks that are included in my Beginning Machine Quilting class are:  Pin & 

Straight Basting, Needles & Thread & Handbook Supplements.  You have an amazing amount 

of information that will give you a good solid foundation 

for machine quilting.   

 

I have filmed two classes with Craftsy  

(www.craftsy.com) and they have great  

instruction on how to learn to machine quilt and design.  

My Design It & Quilt It class is the best. 

 

If you have any questions that I can help you with, never 

hesitate to contact me via email.  You must always refer-

ence “quilting” in the subject line. 

 

 

  Thank you!  Cindy  

 

Email:     linenqltr@comcast.net 

Website:  www.cindyneedham.com 

Introduction 
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Because I am providing you loads of information in the accompanying handbooks, I 

thought it best to explain what is provided in each of them! 

 

 

Needles & Threads 

I was an instructor for Superior Threads for 15+ years.  This handbook provides you with 

GREAT information.  I teach you how to use all different types of threads, how to change 

your top and bottom tension, how to choose the correct needles and how to solve thread 

related problems in your machine.   

 

Pin & Straight Basting.   
This is a step-by-step process on how to properly pin and straight baste your quilt.  Lots of 

colored photos and graphics to help you along the way. 

 

 

Handbook Supplements.   

This provides you with some quick tips and I also share some of my favorite products. 

 

 

Supplemental Handbooks 
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I don’t want to assume that everyone knows the “lingo” associated with  free motion  

quilting so I will explain what some of the terms mean. 

 
 

Free Motion Quilting:  This is machine quilting done on your home sewing machine or  

longarm using your darning foot with your feed dogs down.  Your stitch length is  

determined by your machine rhythm and hand speed.  (Many students free motion quilt 

with their feed dogs in the up position as they feel this gives them more control.  Try both!)   

 

Darning Foot:  This is the foot attachment that is used for free motion quilting.  There are 

all shapes and sizes but most have a round/oval foot and are able to bounce up and down 

during sewing.  Feel free to use whichever size and shape darning foot works best for you. 

 

Walking Foot:  This is the foot attachment that is used for your straight basting, long 

straight in-the-ditch sewing and long grid work.  It has feed dogs in the foot itself that 

match the rhythm of the feed dogs in your machine and enables all three layers of the quilt 

to move through your machine at the same time without shifting.  This is used with your 

feed dogs up.  Some sewing machines have a built in walking foot so no need to buy an 

extra foot. 

 

Pin Basting:  This basting is done after marking your top and is done with all three layers 

of the quilt clamped down and tensioned to your table and pinned with safety pins. 

 

Straight Basting: This basting is done after the pin basting is completed.  It can be  

accomplished with the “stitch in the ditch” in your long seams in a grid fashion 

(instruction in the basting handbook) or it can be done with water soluble thread  with 

long basting stitches in a grid fashion for a wholecloth quilt.  

 

Stitch in the Ditch :  This quilting is done in the seam line of the pieced blocks.  I always 

do mine with a matching Superior Threads’ Bottom Line thread.  This is a very important 

part of the quilting process as it tacks down the pieced seams and leads to even overall 

quilting of your top.  I recommend you use a thread that blends with your seam as you do 

not want to see this stitching.  I have also used a contrasting decorative thread for my  

stitch-in-the-ditch to add dimension and color to a seam.  Try it both ways!  Great photos 

in the Handbook Supplements workbook. 

 

 

Machine Quilters Dictionary 
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As with any endeavor, good tools are SOOO important and can make your life much  

easier.  When I go to the quilt stores or shows I always hit the notions first as I love tools 

and gadgets.  These are some of my favorites! 

 

SEWING MACHINE.  I use a Juki TL98Q for all of my 

quilting and piecing and have used this machine for 20+ 

years.  I love the fact that it is all metal, has no computer, 

has a large arm space, knee lift, thread clipper and exten-

sion table.  If you are looking for a sewing machine for free 

motion quilting, make sure the arm space is wide and you 

have an extension table.  The newer model that is on the 

market is the 2010.   

 

SEWING CHAIR.  It is very important that you have a good chair for sewing.  A standard 

chair isn’t going to cut it.  You need something that has a good wide seat that extends to 

your knees; it needs to have an adjustable height and needs to swivel.  Because my sewing 

room is very small with limited space a friend recommended that I take the back off of my 

chair to allow more room for chair movement and I love it!  You don’t lean back when you 

sew and it allowed me to shove it underneath my table when I was wasn’t using it which 

preserved my walk-about space in the room.  

 

LIGHTING.  VERY important!!!  Besides having a great sewing 

machine, the light you use is critical.  You need two kinds of light-

ing...overall for your workspace and direct in the sewing arm area.   

 

I recommend the Ecolux light for lighting the arm space of your  

machine.  (ecoluxlighting.com).   

 

I discovered a great clamp on LED light at Lowes.  

This one is fabulous for lighting up almost any 

area and the clamp bottom allows you to attach 

it to anything.   

 

 

I’ve fallen in love with the Daylight lamp.  This clamps to my 

table and swivels to obtain the perfect position.  There are four 

different levels of light.  You can disassemble the light for easy 

packing to retreats.  Worth the money!   

Notions and Tools 
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SCISSORS:  My favorite scissors are the squeezie-

sided curved tip scissors from Tool Tron or Bohin.  

These hang on the front of my machine at all times 

and I use these to not only pull up the bobbin thread 

but to closely clip the threads  on the quilt.  Fabulous  

scissors! 

 

 

 

 

QUILTING GLOVES.  I always recommend having something 

on your hands to provide traction while you are quilting.  It makes 

it easier to move the quilt sandwich thru the machine with less 

stress on your hands, arms and shoulders.  My favorites are 

Machingers and Grab-A-Roos.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MARKING PENS.  Very important!  My favorites are the blue washout marking pens by 

Mark-B-Gone and the Pilot Frixion pens.  Be sure to read all the important information on 

these pens  in the Handbook Supplements. 
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I cannot emphasize enough how important it is to use good quality threads for your  

quilting.  Many quilters invest their hard earned dollars in the fabric for their quilts and try 

and save a few dollars by buying cheap thread.    By spending a few extra dollars on good 

quality thread from a reputable manufacturer, you will be spending less money on machine 

repairs and your quilting experience will be SO much more enjoyable.  Both you and your 

machine will be happy campers! 

 

I use Superior Threads’ products exclusively.  I consider them to be the top manufacturer 

of quality threads.  Please refer to the Needles & Threads handbook for great detailed  

information on the tips and tricks of using all different types of threads in your machine, 

how to easily change your top and bottom tension, choosing and using the correct needle 

and great tips on solving thread related issues in your machine.  

Here are three very easy to use threads when you’re getting 

started~ 

 

One of my favorite threads to use in the bobbin is Bottom Line or 

MicroQuilter.  They are thin polyester threads and blend  

beautifully with your fabric.  They are great in the top for stitch-

ing-in-the-ditch, binding and appliqué. 

 

So Fine 50 wt. is a polyester too and is a VERY easy thread to use.  

I use this in the top for quilting and it’s a great piecing thread too.  

This is a great thread to use when learning to quilt as it is so  

trouble free and user friendly.   

 

 

 

If you are looking for an easy-to-use thread with a  

beautiful sheen consider using a trilobal polyester.   

Look for Magnifico (solid) or Fantastico (variegated). 

 

 

 

Please refer to the Needles & Threads handbook for 

more great information on threads and needles. 

Choosing Your Threads 
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Batting is the “never seen and always felt” part of your quilt.  Some quilters will buy  

whatever is on sale or use whatever is on hand.  They forget that the batting provides the 

drape, feel and cuddle factor to your quilt.  I will share some tips to keep in mind when mak-

ing your selection. 

 

• If you have a quilt with lots of light or white fabric, use a bleached white batting.  The 

white batt will make your white fabrics much sharper.  A beige or natural colored  batting 

will dull your white fabrics.  (If you use a half-thickness wool batt, as explained below, I 

still recommend a white batting).   If you have a quilt with black fabrics, try using a black 

batt.  This will help avoid the appearance of bearding (batting popping through the needle 

holes).   

 

• Avoid an organic batting that still has the cotton seed parts in it  (these look little brown 

specks in your batting).  If your needle pierces one of the little seeds, a light brown oil 

may be emitted into your fabric and will not come out. Use this batting on darker quilts 

only.  

 

• Always check your batting bag for their quilting density specs and any special laundering 

instructions. 

 

I have attached a copy of the batting sample card I pass around in my classes.  It lists some 

of the more common battings.   

 

In a nutshell, my favorite batting of all is Hobbs Tuscany Wool.  I love the memory of wool 

and the puff that it provides my quilted designs.  Even when I quilt it to death it still pro-

vides a beautiful drape to my quilts.  My second favorites are Hobbs bleached cotton, silk 

and  

cotton/wool blend.    I’ve attached a copy of a great handout by Hobbs explaining their  

different battings. 

 

Warm and Natural is a very common batting and available nearly everywhere.  This will not 

provide a soft drape to your quilts as it is firm.  This is a good choice for art quilts...pieces 

that need to lay flat against a wall and because it is a more dense batting, will provide stabil-

ity to heavily quilted pieces.   

 
 

Batting 
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There is an order to machine quilting that when followed, makes your experience much  

easier, more enjoyable and with better results.   

 

1.  Make sure your pieced top is pressed.   

 

2. Mark your quilting designs.  I don’t always mark ALL of my quilting designs but rather 

mark what I know I want and then let the quilt “talk” to me during the quilting process  

before I mark  the rest. 

 

3. Piece your back (if necessary) and make sure it is at least 3” bigger on ALL four  sides.  

Press well.  I often use Niagra sizing to give the back a nice finish and this also helps it 

slide thru your machine a bit easier. 

 

4. Pin baste your quilt.  Again, double-triple check to be sure you have 3-4” extra    

     batting and backing on all four sides.   This allows for movement of your top  

     during the quilting process and also gives you something to hang on to when   

     you are quilting a border. 

 

5.   Stitch in the ditch all pieced seams. (ESS...every stinking seam!) 

 

6.  Quilt all of your “primary” designs. 

 

7.  Do your background quilting last. 

 

8. Clip wayward threads.  Block if necessary.  Do your binding.  If you marked your quilt     

     with the blue washable  quilt marking pen, be sure to soak your quilt in clear cold  

     water FIRST .  After this first soak you can wash with soap if desired.   

 

       

 

 

 

There’s an Order to Things! 
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The positioning of your hands is very important to the accuracy of 

your quilting.  There are no hard-fast rules, just guidelines.  I have 

the Machingers quilting gloves on.   

 

You will be using the pads of your thumb, index and middle fingers  

to tension your quilt.   

I occasionally have to use all five fingers on both hands if I have an 

especially difficult quilt.  

 

 

You need to acquire an embroidery hoop style tensioning for your 

quilting.  In order to achieve this, lightly pull in opposing directions 

with your finger pads and pull down with your thumbs.  Keep a 

slightly firm pressure with your fingers without sucking your entire 

hand down to hold the quilt.  This will give you more flexibility and 

control. . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I use the above hand position and tensioning when I 

am quilting my larger designs.  When I quilt 

smaller designs such as feathers and backgrounds I 

use a different technique.  I sit a little closer to my 

machine, drop my right elbow, and use just the tips 

of my right fingers to move the quilt sandwich.  

You get more flexibility this way and it makes it 

easier to do the little stuff. 

 

 

Remember there are no hard and fast rules...just guidelines.  You want flexibility,  

control and tension on your fabric and you may achieve this any way you wish. 

 

 

 

Hand Positioning 
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When I am in the classroom, the biggest stress to my students is getting their rhythm.  It 

seems you have to be able to pat your head and rub your belly at the same time in order to 

get it right. I have been teaching the “getting your rhythm” part differently for over 15 

years and without fail everyone gets it within 10-15 minutes.  No pressure! 

 

Before starting to free motion quilt there are a few hints.  Make sure you are positioned 

properly at the machine...i.e., chair height is correct, your arms are resting flat on your  

machine, your body is centered to the needle, foot pedal is in front of you (not beside 

you).  Make sure you have good lighting.  Make sure you have some type of traction on 

your hands to aide in pushing your quilt sandwich through the machine.  

 

The secret to a good rhythm and stitch length is the SOUND of your machine.  Put a 

blank practice panel in your machine and just start sewing loopy lines and swirls.  Bring 

your machine up to a good, steady medium range speed...I call it a humm-purr.  It’s not 

slow and choppy...it’s not a high pitch fast...it’s a good comfortable rhythm.  You’ll know 

it when you get it...you can almost relax and it feels good.   Some students have said it  

reminds them of a train.   If you have a hearing impairment you will be able to feel the 

rhythm/sound with your hands.  Once you get that sound you must memorize it with your 

ears and hands.   Sew like this for at least 10-15 minutes completely focusing on the 

sound and how it feels with your hands.  This will place this sound/feeling in your muscle 

memory and every single time you sit down to quilt you will automatically bring your  

machine up to this same rhythm without even being aware of it.    This becomes your 

“medium range” hummm-purrrr speed.  You will eventually have a high-speed humm-

purr and a low-speed humm-purrr but it is the sound and feel that is the key. 

 

The only thing you have to work on  now is the movement of your hands.  A good free  

motion stitch length is one that would match your piecing stitch length.  Bring your  

machine up to that nice hum-purr and very slowly move your hands.  See how tiny your 

stitches are?  Now keeping your machine at the same exact sound move your hands a little 

bit faster...this should increase your stitch length.  Keep adjusting your hand movement 

until your stitch length is the right size and is consistent. 

 

Now bring your machine up to the hum-purr and move your hands quickly...see how large 

and choppy your stitches are?  Keeping your machine at the same sound slow your hands 

down...your stitch length should get smaller.   

 

 

Getting the “HummmPurrr” Rhythm 
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We all get SO tired of hearing that word but honestly, it’s the best way to get your rhythm 

and  stitch length where you want it to be.  When I was learning I spent about 30  

minutes each evening requilting the same designs over and over again.   I would do 

straight lines going from left to right...and then do them right to left.  I would do circles 

going clockwise and then counterclockwise, etc.  You will use different muscles and  

different parts of your brain to go in different directions.  You are literally retraining your 

brain...and for some of us it takes a little longer!   

 

There are two kinds of free motion quilters...those that love lines as their guide and those 

that don’t.  I’m the one who loves lines...I’m an heirloom quilter and I rely on lines to 

give me guides and keep me accurate.  Since I started out as a hand quilter I learned to 

quilt right on my marked lines and I took those lessons with me when I learned to free 

motion quilt on the machine.  Learning to quilt without lines has been very difficult and 

I’m still trying to learn to relax and just “go for it”. 

 

Then there are those quilters, whom I’m very envious of,  who can just grab a blank piece 

of fabric and quilt whatever is inside their head. Seriously, how DO they do that???  I can 

always identify those types of quilters in my classroom because they’re already doodling 

on their practice panel before we even get to the part where they quilt traced designs 

from stencils.  Once they try and follow the stenciled patterns they become frustrated.   

 

Soooo, when you’re practicing each day determine what kind of quilter YOU are...each is 

fine and there’s nothing wrong with being either type.  If you are type of quilter that 

loves the lines, I would challenge you to use the marked designs as a guide only...do your 

own thing with them.  If you learn to do this from the beginning you will have a much 

easier journey than I’ve had. 

 

Another valuable tool to learn a particular motion or rhythm is to draw it first...over and 

over again.  I invested in a small dry erase board and non-smelly markers and would start 

drawing my quilting designs over and over again.  I didn’t care if the design was perfect, 

I was simply trying to get the rhythm from my hand to my head.  It’s also the best way to 

learn feathers too.   

 

Be patient with the process...it’s a fabulous journey!  Play good music, relax, enjoy the 

sound and feel of your new-found hummm-purrrr rhythm. :) 

 

Practice! 
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This is an easy way of starting and stopping your quilting lines ensuring a quilt back that 

looks as good as the front!  It may take a bit to get your rhythm but once achieved it is 

easy as pie.  I filmed a YouTube video with Craftsy.com and this is posted on my website.   

 

1.  With your darning foot in the down position, lightly 

hold the top thread with your left thumb and index  

finger.  Drop the needle down and bring it back up.  

Lightly pull on your top thread...this pulls up your  

bobbin thread.   

 

 

 

 

 

2. Use your scissors to snag the bobbin 

thread and pull both threads over to the left 

and lightly hold down with your left index 

finger. 

3. Take very tiny microstitches stacked 

NEXT to each other to begin your  

quilting line.  I usually take about 4-5.  

You want them to be so small you could 

never rip them out.  This will ensure that 

they will never fall out.    

     Now start quilting normally.  

 

 

 

 

4.  When you are ready to complete your quilting line, 

take the same very tiny microstitches that you did at the  

beginning of your line.  Because your stitches are stacked 

so tight it will be almost impossible to bring up your  

bobbin thread here.  Lift up your presser foot. 

Beginning-Ending Lines 
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5.  With your presser foot in the UP position, 

push your quilt sandwich back about 6”.  This 

puts slack in the top/bottom threads.   

6.  Grab the loose top thread with your left thumb 

and index finger and pull to the left. 

7. Reposition your quilt sandwich so the  

needle is right on top of the hole where 

your last stitch was taken. Remember to 

lightly hold on to the loop of thread. 

8.  With your presser foot either in the up or 

down position (differs with each machine), drop 

your needle and bring it back up again.   

Remember to very lightly hold on to the loop of 

thread. 

9. Pull on the top threads and the bobbin thread should  

easily pull up.   

10. With your small scissors 

clip the threads at both ends 

of your quilting line right 

next to the fabric. 

 

Wha la!  You are done!  
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I consider circles one of the harder designs to do.  

I always felt I had to quilt the entire circle without 

stopping and I was never completely successful… 

plus the circle never ended up round!  I  

recommend that you divide and conquer the circle 

into four parts.  I compare this to the face of a 

clock...divide it into 12 o’clock, 3 o’clock,  

6 o’clock and 9 o’clock.  Position your hands so 

that you can quilt from 12-3 o’clock  without  

stopping.  Stopping with the needle in the down  

position, reposition your hands and quilt from 3-6.  

Now quilt from 6-9.  Quilting from 9-12 is  

difficult because you can’t see very well.  If you 

have a small quilt you may lift up your presser 

foot (needle in the down position), and turn your 

quilt so you can finish the last quadrant. 

If you have a large quilt in your machine, I recommend that you cut your threads, go back up 

to 12 o’clock and quilt counterclockwise back down to 9 o’clock.  You have full visibility 

and full control if you quilt your designs coming towards you rather than going backwards.  

You’re also allowed to tip your quilt to the left or to the right to gain better visibility.  Do 

what works for you and what is comfortable for you.  Remember YOU are the boss of your 

quilt!   

12 

3 

6 

9 

When you are quilting a design with points I 

recommend that you take two stitches in place 

to achieve a sharp point.  By taking the two 

stitches, this locks your bobbin thread and top 

thread together tightly and you don’t get a soft 

rounded curve.  This is a great place to stop and 

change your hand position in order to get to the 

next point.   

 

I recommend that you always start/stop at a 

junction where two lines cross or join. You are 

less likely to see a little bobble.   

Hints for Quilting Designs 
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There are a few good tips for quilting most designs… 

 

Be sure your workspace is set up properly so you are comfortable at your machine...have 

good lighting and a comfortable chair.   

 

Make sure you have some sort of traction on your hands, i.e. gloves, etc.   

 

Turn on some good music and relax. 

 

Always start and stop your quilting designs where a line joins or crosses and always stop 

with the needle in the down position.   

 

If you are having difficulty quilting a large design, this tip may help...Think of your design 

as the face of a clock and visually break it up into four parts...12,3,6 and 9 o’clock.   

Start quilting the design at 12 o’clock and quilt it clockwise coming down to about 3 

o’clock-ish.  Position your hands so you can get from 12-3 without stopping (always start 

and stop where lines join or intersect).   

 

Once you get to 3 o’clock-ish, stop and reposition your hands so you can get to  

6 o’clock-ish.  Stop...reposition your hands and quilt up towards 9 o’clock and stop when 

you no longer have good visibility.   

 

Secure and clip your threads and go back up to 12 o’clock.  Now position your hands so 

you can get from 12-9 o’clock-ish and quilt counter-clockwise to complete your design.  If 

you have a large quilt in your machine don’t try to rotate the quilt around to complete the 

design.  If you have a little quilt you are more than welcome to spin your piece around to 

finish your design to avoid clipping and restarting. 

 

Remember to secure your threads every time you begin or end a line.  Remember to bring 

up your bobbin thread at the beginning and ending of each line.   

 

Don’t turn the quilt while you are quilting...this makes it ten times harder.  Float the quilt 

to the right, left, up and down to quilt your designs. 

 

 

Practical Tips 
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Practical Tips continued... 

 

 

Don’t be stressed about staying on your marked designs.  Use your marked lines as a “guide” 

where your quilting designs could be but do your own thing!  Stitch over designs 2-3 times to 

add depth and dimension missing the lines each time. Add your own inspirations and details. 

 

Practice about 30 minutes a day...go from right to left and then left to right.  Quilt your  

designs clockwise and then counter-clockwise.  Quilt them going upwards and then bring 

them back down.  You will use different muscles for each direction you sew. You are literally 

retraining your brain to work differently and this is what the practice is for.  Be patient with 

yourself and celebrate all the little accomplishments along the way!  You are going to love it! 

 

 


